The relations of literature and science: an annotated bibliography of scholarship 1880–1980

Taking as a starting point the embeddedness of all disciplinary and interdisciplinary inquiry since interdisciplinarity is itself not a unitary phenomenon but encompasses many different knowledge practices embedded in widely differing political economic and ideological constituencies, the essays in this volume explore in different ways some of the conversations currently taking place across disciplinary boundaries in the exciting new field of literature and science like literature science is seen as a site of competing ideological constructions as a complex and richly ambiguous element of modern and postmodern social discourse circulating in a wider cultural community where its currency fluctuates according to complex changes in social and epistemic conditions including the relative prestige or cultural capital of science or literature within professional and disciplinary hierarchies at any given time. This anthology brings together a generous selection of scientific and literary material to explore the exchanges and interactions between them. It shows how scientists and creative writers alike feed from a common imagination in their language style, metaphors and imagery. It includes writing by Michael Faraday, Thomas Carlyle, Thomas Hardy, Charles Babbage, Charles Darwin, Louis Pasteur, Edgar Allan Poe, Mark Twain, and many others ranging from the middle ages to the 20th century. Science fiction and literary theory and using different texts, genres, and methodologies, the essays collected here demonstrate the complexity of literature science and the interfaces between them. These essays throw new light on the complex relations between science, literature, and rhetoric as avenues to discovery in early modern England, analyzing the contributions of such diverse writers as Shakespeare, Bacon, Hobbes, Milton, Cavendish, Boyle, Pope, and Behn to contemporary epistemological debates. These essays move us toward a better understanding of interactions between the sciences and the humanities during a seminal phase in the development of modern western thought.

Today's academy the fields of science and literature are considered unconnected—one relying on raw data and fact; the other focusing on fiction. During the period between the renaissance and the enlightenment, however, the two fields were not so distinct. Just as the natural philosophers of the era were discovering in and adopting from literature new strategies and techniques for their discourse, so too were poets and storytellers finding inspiration in natural philosophy. Particularly in astronomy, a work that speaks to the history of science and literary studies, fictions of the cosmos explore the evolving relationship that ensued between fiction and astronomical authority by examining writings of Kepler, Godwin, Hooke, Cyrano, Cavendish, Fontenelle, and others. Frédérique Aït Touati shows that it was through the telling of stories such as those accounts of celestial journeys that the Copernican hypothesis, for example, found an ontological weight that its geometric models did not provide. Aït Touati draws from both cosmological treatises and fictions of travel and knowledge as well as personal correspondences, drawings, and instruments to emphasize the multiple borrowings between scientific and literary discourses. This volume sheds new light on the practices of scientific invention, experimentation, and discourse by situating them according to their fictional or factual contexts.
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Tendencies in these reflections on the relations between art and science Aldous Huxley attempts to discern the similarities and differences implicit in scientific and literary language and he offers his opinions on the influence that each discipline exerts upon the other. This dictionary is a comprehensive resource for definitions and derivations of scientific terms in general use along with the history and descriptions of scientific principles across a wide range of disciplines. It is an invaluable resource for students, scholars, and enthusiasts alike. This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity, individual, or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. The Reader's Guide to the History of Science looks at the literature of science in some 550 entries on individuals, institutions, and disciplines. Mathematics, general themes, romantic science, and central concepts are reflected in the range of disciplines from which the international team of 200 contributors are drawn. This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never forgotten. We have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature. Britain in the long nineteenth century developed an increasing interest in science of all kinds. The essays in this collection uncover this symbiotic relationship between literature and science. This is both an introduction to an overwhelming popular literary genre and a stimulating analysis of its literary and scientific elements. This book introduces and explores a new genre: lab lit essays. Both discuss lab lit novels using a variety of analytical approaches as well as provide a theoretical framework to explore the social and literary backgrounds of the genre. Scientific discoveries are remarkably varied in scope and content made in the field on the lab bench or at the computer with apparatus as sophisticated as a space-based telescope or as simple as a pencil and paper. But all of the discoveries of science are ultimately disseminated through the written word in countless professional periodicals and technical treatises. The men and women of science have followed the same writing formula: what did I discover, how can you repeat what I did, what does it mean? This reader conceived as a companion to the sciences an integrated approach employs the great ideas in science approach science forms a seamless web of knowledge about the universe and a few overarching concepts. The great ideas unify astronomy, biology, chemistry, geology, and physics. Our goal is to serve the educational needs of people who will not be scientists but who need some knowledge of science to function as citizens. Throughout this volume, you will share in these discoveries as they were first presented to the public and you will understand why we believe that science is the greatest ongoing adventure. Robert M. Hazen, Research Scientist at the Carnegie Institution of Washington's Geophysical Laboratory and Clarence...
robinson professor of earth science at george mason university received
degrees from the massachusetts institute of technology and harvard
university past president of the mineralogical society of america hazen’s recent research focuses on the role of minerals in life’s origin and the co evolution of the geo and biospheres james trefil clarence robinson professor of physics at george mason university is author of
more than 40 books on science for the general public as well as several
university level textbooks he has been involved in a variety of science
education projects from middle school textbooks to the building of
science museums he developed his ideas on scientific literacy as co
author of the dictionary of cultural literacy contains under these
topical heads the texts of nature quests for paradigms literary
responses to science and technology the latter with these sub heads
newtonian mechanics and the romantic rebellion the metaphorical allure
of modern physics imaginative responses to mechanization scientists and
inventors as literary heroes a total of fourteen essays by diverse
academic authors good stuff carefully edited and well produced likely to
appeal most strongly to college and university faculty who have already
on their syllabi the name of c p snow nw annotation copyrighted by book
news inc portland or demonstrating the timely relevance of theodore
dreiser edith wharton jack london and henry adams this book shows how
debates about evolution identity and a shifting world picture have
uncanny parallels with the emerging global systems that shape our own
lives tracing these systems take off point in the early twentieth
century through the lens of popular science journalism john bruni makes
a valuable contribution to the study of how biopolitical control over
life created boundaries among races classes genders and species rather
than accept that these writers get their scientific ideas about
evolution second hand filtered through a social darwinist ideology this
study argues that they actively determine what evolution means
furthermore the book examines the ecological concerns that naturalist
narratives reflect such as land and water use waste management and
environmental pollution previously unaddressed in a book length study
table of contents in an analytical yet increasingly intimate
conversation a passion for specificity confronting inner experience in
literature and science investigates the differences between experience
as conveyed in literature and experience as apprehended through
scientific method can experiences be shared how much do language and
metaphor shape experiential reports where is the dividing line between a
humanistic and a scientific approach to experience in a series of
exchanges marco caracciolo and russell hurburt demonstrate that those
are necessarily personal issues and they don’t flinch they relentlessly
examine whether caracciolo’s presuppositions distort his understanding
of reading experiences and whether hurburt’s attachment to the method
he invented causes him to take an overly narrow view of experience
delving ever more personally they aim hurburt’s experience sampling
methods beeping people to discover what was in their stream of inner
experience at the moment immediately before the beep at caracciolo’s own
experiences an exercise that puts caracciolo’s presuppositions to the
test and leads him to discover things about experience his own and
literature that he had thought impossible a passion for specificity
with its personal revelations unexpected twists and confrontational
style reads like an episotary novel but it is a serious exploration of
ideas at the heart of literature and science it is a thoughtful attempt
at advancing the emerging cognitive humanities clarifying a number of
core issues in the cross pollination of literature and science
unprecedented science novel science is the first in depth and
unparalleled bibliography of scholarship 1880 1980
the shocking groundbreaking and sometimes beautiful writings of the gentlemen of the heroic age of geology and of the contribution these men made to the literary culture of their day for these men literature was an essential part of the practice of science itself as important to their efforts as mapmaking fieldwork and observation the reading and writing of imaginative literatures helped them to discover imagine debate and give shape and meaning to millions of years of previously undiscovered earth history borrowing from the historical fictions of walter scott and the poetry of lord byron they invented geology as a science discovered many of the creatures we now call the dinosaurs and were the first to unravel and map the sequence and structure of stratified rock as adelene buckland shows they did this by rejecting the grand narratives of older theories of the earth or of biblical cosmogony theirs would be a humble science faithfully recording minute details and leaving the big picture for future generations to paint buckland also reveals how these scientists just as they had drawn inspiration from their literary predecessors gave victorian realist novelists such as george eliot charles kingsley and charles dickens a powerful language with which to create dark and disturbing ruptures in the too seductive sweep of story this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the story begins with strange lights and sounds including blaring trumpet music reported in the skies all over the world the events are capped by the mysterious appearance of black flags with gold suns atop tall historic landmarks such as the statue of liberty in new york the great pyramid of giza in egypt and the eiffel tower in paris these events are all the work of the mysterious robur latin for oak and figuratively taken to mean strength a brilliant inventor who intrudes on a meeting of a flight enthusiast's club called...
Literature and Science 1990 taking as a starting point the embeddedness of all disciplinary and interdisciplinary inquiry since interdisciplinarity is itself not a unitary phenomenon but encompasses many different knowledge practices embedded in widely differing political economic and ideological constituencies the essays in this volume explore in different ways some of the conversations currently taking place across disciplinary boundaries in the exciting new field of literature and science like literature science is seen as a site of competing ideological constructions as a complex and richly ambiguous element of modern and postmodern social discourse circulating in a wider cultural community where its currency fluctuates according to complex changes in social and epistemic conditions including the relative prestige or cultural capital of science or literature within professional and disciplinary hierarchies at any given time

Literature and Science 1994 this anthology brings together a generous selection of scientific and literary material to explore the exchanges and interactions between them it shows how scientists and creative writers alike fed from a common imagination in their language style metaphors and imagery it includes writing by michael faraday thomas carlyle thomas hardy charles babbage charles darwin louis pasteur edgar allan poe mark twain and many others

Literature and Science in the Nineteenth Century 2009-04-23 ranging from the middle ages to the 20th century science fiction and literary theory and using different texts genres and methodologies the essays collected here demonstrate the complexity of literature science and the interfaces between them

Literature and Science 2021-12-30 these essays throw new light on the complex relations between science literature and rhetoric as avenues to discovery in early modern england analyzing the contributions of such diverse writers as shakespeare bacon hobbes milton cavendish boyle pope and behn to contemporary epistemological debates these essays move us toward a better understanding of interactions between the sciences and the humanities during a seminal phase in the development of modern western thought

Literature and Science 2008 in today's academe the fields of science and literature are considered unconnected one relying on raw data and fact the other focusing on fiction during the period between the renaissance and the enlightenment however the two fields were not so distinct just as the natural philosophers of the era were discovering in and adopting from literature new strategies and techniques for their discourse so too were poets and storytellers finding inspiration in natural philosophy particularly in astronomy a work that speaks to the history of science and literary studies fictions of the cosmos explores the evolving relationship that ensued between fiction and astronomical authority by examining writings of kepler godwin hooke cyranove cavendish fontenelle and others frédérique aït touati shows that it was through the telling of stories such as through accounts of celestial journeys that the copernican hypothesis for example found an ontological weight that its geometric models did not provide aït touati draws from both cosmological treatises and fictions of travel and knowledge as well as personal correspondences drawings and instruments to emphasize the multiple borrowings between scientific and literary discourses this volume sheds new light on the practices of scientific invention experimentation and hypothesis formation by situating them according to their fictional or factual tendencies

Science and Literature in the Nineteenth Century 1986 in these reflections on the relations between art and science aldous huxley
attempts to discern the similarities and differences implicit in scientific and literary language and he offers his opinions on the influence that each discipline exerts upon the other.

**Science, Literature and Rhetoric in Early Modern England** 2007

This dictionary is a comprehensive resource for definitions and derivations of scientific terms in general use along with the history and descriptions of scientific principles across a wide range of disciplines. It is an invaluable resource for students, scholars, and enthusiasts alike.

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States. You may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity, individual, or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

**Fictions of the Cosmos** 2011-10-14

The reader's guide to the history of science looks at the literature of science in some 550 entries on individuals, Einstein, institutions, and disciplines. Mathematics, general themes, romantic science, and central concepts like paradigm and fact. The history of science is construed widely to include the history of medicine and technology as is reflected in the range of disciplines from which the international team of 200 contributors are drawn.

**Literature and Science** 1963

This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never forgotten. We have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence, any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.

**A Dictionary of Science, Literature, & Art: Comprising the Definitions and Derivations of the Scientific Terms in General Use, Together With the History**

2023-07-18

Britain in the long nineteenth century developed an increasing interest in science of all kinds. The essays in this collection uncover this symbiotic relationship between literature and science.

**Reader's Guide to the History of Science** 2013-12-16

This is both an introduction to an overwhelming popular literary genre and a stimulating analysis of its literary social and scientific elements. Contains detailed discussions of the most significant writers and ten representative novels from 1818 to 1976.

**The Atlantis Lab Lit Essays**

2020-10-07

This book introduces and explores a new genre lab lit essays. Both discuss lab lit novels using a variety of analytical approaches as well as provide a theoretical framework to explore the social and literary backgrounds of the genre.

**Uncommon Contexts**

2015-10-06

Scientific discoveries are remarkably varied in scope and content. Made in the field on the lab bench or at the computer with apparatus as sophisticated as a space-based telescope or as simple as a pencil and paper. But all of the discoveries of science are ultimately disseminated through the written word in countless professional periodicals and technical treatises. The men and women of science have followed the same writing formula: what did I discover, how can you repeat what I did, what does it mean? This reader conceived as a companion to the sciences an integrated approach employs the great ideas in science approach science forms a seamless web of knowledge about the...
universe and a few overarching concepts the great ideas unify astronomy biology chemistry geology and physics our goal is to serve the educational needs of people who will not be scientists but who need some knowledge of science to function as citizens throughout this volume you will share in these discoveries as they were first presented to the public and you will understand why we believe that science is the greatest ongoing adventure robert m hazen research scientist at the carnegie institution of washington's geophysical laboratory and clarence robinson professor of earth science at george mason university received degrees from the massachusetts institute of technology and harvard university past president of the mineralogical society of america hazen's recent research focuses on the role of minerals in life's origin and the co evolution of the geo and biospheres james trefil clarence robinson professor of physics at george mason university is author of more than 40 books on science for the general public as well as several university level textbooks he has been involved in a variety of science education projects from middle school textbooks to the building of science museums he developed his ideas on scientific literacy as co author of the dictionary of cultural literacy Science Fiction 1977 contains under these topical heads the texts of nature quests for paradigms literary responses to science and technology the latter with these sub heads newtonian mechanics and the romantic rebellion the metaphorical allure of modern physics imaginative responses to mechanization scientists and inventors as literary heroes a total of fourteen essays by diverse academic authors good stuff carefully edited and well produced likely to appeal most strongly to college and university faculty who have already on their syllabi the name of c p snow nw annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or Lab Lit 2022-03-15 demonstrating the timely relevance of theodore dreiser edith wharton jack london and henry adams this book shows how debates about evolution identity and a shifting world picture have uncanny parallels with the emerging global systems that shape our own lives tracing these systems take off point in the early twentieth century through the lens of popular science journalism john bruni makes a valuable contribution to the study of how biopolitical control over life created boundaries among races classes genders and species rather than accept that these writers get their scientific ideas about evolution second hand filtered through a social darwinist ideology this study argues that they actively determine what evolution means furthermore the book examines the ecological concerns that naturalist narratives reflect such as land and water use waste management and environmental pollution previously unaddressed in a book length study Lippincott's Magazine of Literature, Science and Education 1872 table of contents A Dictionary of Science, Literature and Art, Comprising the Definitions and Derivations of the Scientific Terms in General Use ... 1875 in an analytical yet increasingly intimate conversation a passion for specificity confronting inner experience in literature and science investigates the differences between experience as conveyed in literature and experience as apprehended through scientific method can experiences be shared how much do language and metaphor shape experiential reports where is the dividing line between a humanistic and a scientific approach to experience in a series of exchanges marco caracciolo and russell hurlburt demonstrate that those are necessarily personal issues and they don't flinch they relentlessly examine whether caracciolo's presuppositions distort his understanding of reading experiences and whether hurlburt's attachment to the method he invented
causes him to take an overly narrow view of experience delving ever more personally they aim hurlburt’s experience sampling methods beeping people to discover what was in their stream of inner experience at the moment immediately before the beep at caracciolo’s own experiences an exercise that puts caracciolo’s presuppositions to the test and leads him to discover things about experience his own and literature’s that he had thought impossible a passion for specificity with its personal revelations unexpected twists and confrontational style reads like an epistolary novel but it is a serious exploration of ideas at the heart of literature and science it is a thoughtful attempt at advancing the emerging cognitive humanities clarifying a number of core issues in the cross-pollination of literature psychology philosophy and consciousness science

Great Ideas of Science: A Reader in the Classic Literature of Science 2015-01-21 novel science is the first in depth study of the shocking groundbreaking and sometimes beautiful writings of the gentlemen of the heroic age of geology and of the contribution these men made to the literary culture of their day for these men literature was an essential part of the practice of science itself as important to their efforts as mapmaking fieldwork and observation the reading and writing of imaginative literatures helped them to discover imagine debate and give shape and meaning to millions of years of previously undiscovered earth history borrowing from the historical fictions of walter scott and the poetry of lord byron they invented geology as a science discovered many of the creatures we now call the dinosaurs and were the first to unravel and map the sequence and structure of stratified rock as adelene buckland shows they did this by rejecting the grand narratives of older theories of the earth or of biblical cosmogony theirs would be a humble science faithfully recording minute details and leaving the big picture for future generations to paint buckland also reveals how these scientists just as they had drawn inspiration from their literary predecessors gave victorian realist novelists such as george eliot charles kingsley and charles dickens a powerful language with which to create dark and disturbing ruptures in the too seductive sweep of story Beyond the Two Cultures 1990 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant Museum of Foreign Literature, Science and Art 1834 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
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distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Scientific Americans 2014-03-15 the story begins with strange lights and sounds including blaring trumpet music reported in the skies all over the world the events are capped by the mysterious appearance of black flags with gold suns atop tall historic landmarks such as the statue of liberty in new york the great pyramid of giza in egypt and the eiffel tower in paris these events are all the work of the mysterious robur latin for oak and figuratively taken to mean strength a brilliant inventor who intrudes on a meeting of a flight enthusiast's club called the weldon institute in philadelphia pennsylvania

The London and Paris Observer Or, Chronicle of Literature, Science, and the Fine Arts 1829 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction 2003-11-20
Putnam's Magazine 1855
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